


Mind Science: 
Meditation Training for Practical People 
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ing a book teaching medita~ion practice? Isn't that growth. I found the concept of the space between sical Buddhist meditation, as he has adapted them 
just for gurus?" thoughts fascinating in a theoretical way, but, in to work better for Westerners, regularly, as well as 

I've always been interested in meditation and my experience, there was no space between my meditation of a dzogchen flavor that I've learned 
mindfulness techniques. My professional and sci- thoughts! from Sogyal Rinpoche and Tsoknyi Rinpoche. . - 
entific interest comes from seeing these as ways of 
better understanding the mind. My personal 
interest comes from wanting to understand and 
use my own mind more effectively, so I can. live 
up to my ideals of, hopefully, becoming a little 
wiser, more compassionate, and able to be of help 
to others. 

My scholarly and scientific understanding was, 

After years of repeated failure at meditation, I 
discovered G. I. Gurdjieff's ideas of developing 
mindfulness in the midst of everyday life, instead 
of walking around in the waking daydream we 
usually live in. This didn't require the achieve- 
ment of great mental quiet in order to work, and 
I've fruitfully practiced Gurdjieff's self-observa- 
tion and self-remembering techniques for years. 
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And I do it mainly because I enjoy i t  and get 
something from it, rather than because I "should" 
meditate. 

For years I cont inued my practice on 
Gurdjieffian mindfulness in life and regular medi- 
tation together, finding they synergized one 
another, but  I didn't teach these techniques 
because, being dedicated to honesty, I knew I was - - 

for a long, long time, the only understanding I In 1986 1 met a meditation teacher, Shinzen just a beginner compared to where I thought 
had of meditation: I had tried various classical Young, at a scientific conference in New Mexico, these techniques could take one. Genuine and 
meditation techniques off and on for years-with and something about the way he spoke told me realistic humility, I suppose, but ... 
very poor results. My mind was just too busy and he really knew what he was talking about from his I was also a student of Aikido, a Japanese mar- 
jumpy. Someone could instruct me, "First, quiet own, deep experience. I started going to his six tial art that, in many ways, is another form of . - -  

your mind and then ..." but I never got past that o'clock in the morning meditation training ses- mindfulness training-maintaining mindfulness, - - - 

first part. I can particularly remember taking a sions (something of a "paranormal" phenomena .peacefulness, and compassion for your partner 
meditation class several times from a respected for me to do  that, for I was not someone who under the stress of being attacked. One day I was 
Tibetan lama in Berkeley, Tarthang Tulku. He fre- functioned at that hour back then!), and found I asking my teacher if he could find a Black Belt 
quently referred to  findinn the "space between could learn much about meditation from the way level teacher who would  come u p  t o  the  - 
thoughts" as a key to meditation and spiritual he taught. Shinzen gave me an introduction to University of California at Davis where I ~bm.*  

I March 23 (7 pm), 24 and 25 I @ .&"" I 'A time for women to release more of rheir personal power by: -8 
Looking at your relationships with your mother and grandmother through the lens of 
the Enneagram 
Recognizing the ways you hold yourself back 




